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Another successful
Blacksmith class by
Neil Gustafson
proudly showing the
hammers they made

June 23 2012 …....VIBA Picnic ...see article for details
June 24 2012 ……….....….meeting at Luxton 11:00 AM
July 11,12 2012……….....…...Langford Summer festival
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VIBA May 27 ‘12
The meeting was more or less called to
order in the midst of Daryl Robinson’s
demo. Charlie L had a farrier’s rasp
rattlesnake and a cable damascus knife
for show and tell. With that, we adjourned and went back to the demo.

Daryl Richardson, May 26
and 27 ‘12
We were treated to an impressive display of talent this weekend. Daryl focused on
fold forming, mostly with copper sheets. I have
to admit to being skeptical going in, and found
myself fascinated, impressed, and intending to
try making some of the things we saw.
He started with a series of small decorative objects, where you fold a sheet of copper, clamp it in the vise, texture part of it with a
small cross peen hammer, and then unfold to
reveal a new and interesting pattern- see
sketches

with the nipped corner being one of the
points, cut the 90 degree corner to a curve,
peened the fold enough to give the triangle a
curve, then opened the triangle into a curved
cone. A ¼ inch copper rod was inserted
through the nipped corner from the open end
of the cone, pushed through to make both the
stem and the stamen, and soldered in place.
Finally, he made a canoe, though it could be
used as a pea pod or dish for jelly beans or
such. He started in much the same manner as
the lily, without the nipped corner, folding a
square diagonally in half and cutting the 90
degree corner off in a smooth curve. The fold
was flattened and peened, then the canoe was
spread open to about 90 degrees, and the canoe floated.
There was a great deal of information, for instance on patinas, which I will
try to go into separately at the end of the item
descriptions.

Sunday brought new items. We started with
making a pressed pattern. A pattern is cut into
a piece of paper micarta, a sheet of copper is
placed over it, some pieces of anti-fatigue
mat are placed on top, and the whole is
pressed in a nice big press. Sadly, we do not
have a nice big press, so he tried pressing a
leaf pattern in a vise. A shallow impression
resulted, so he went over the copper with a
repouse tool resulting in a pattern with a texture that we found quite attractive. Had the
piece been pressed, it would have been much
smoother.

He did some larger and more complex
items, with compound curves, up to a neat little
pyramid. Again, see sketches.

He then made a couple of little decorative items (see sketches) which could be 4
armed starfish, or flowers, depending on how
you wanted to see them. He showed us how
to achieve different curves on the finished
item by peening in different ways.

We broke for lunch, with Ray being
the master hamburg chef, and then back to the
copper. Daryl made a little vase, about 6 inches
high and about an inch wide, approximately
square, though 2 of the opposite edges were
sharp while the other 2 were rounded. The top
of the tube was folded down so that the edges
rose on a slant from one side to the other. A
little square was soldered onto the bottom, and
the protruding edges were ground off flush. A
little re-soldering was needed to make the vase
watertight, but perfection was achieved. He
then showed us how to make a calla lily. I am
afraid my wife is going to need a bouquet of
them. He started with a square of copper,
nipped off a corner, folded it in half diagonally,

He had a set of stages in the making
of a small bowl, starting with a disk 5 inches
in diameter, and finishing with a smoothly
planished bowl just the right size to fit in the
hand. As going through all the stages would
have been incredibly time consuming, he
worked one of the early stages to the next
stage just to show us the technique. The piece
is worked over a big ball bearing welded to a
stake, with the hammer hitting just barely
above the point of contact, and progressing
from the center to the edge. The effect of
working the copper this way is to simultaneously stretch it from side to side while upsetting it from center to edge, so that the thickness of the piece remains reasonably constant.

He lines these little bowls with gold leaf, and when
finished, they really are works of art. He made another calla lily and then fired up a propane forge and
made an iron canoe, again, see sketches.

Some of the most interesting information
was on patinating materials and techniques. Cupric
nitrate, ferric nitrate and liver of sulphur are available through specialty suppliers, but transportation
can be a challenge, as they are considered to be dangerous goods. The nitrates are spritzed on hot, and
the cupric nitrate produced a lovely bright turquoise
blue, ferric nitrate produced an amazing array of
reds, browns and blacks, depending on exactly how
it was applied. The liver of sulphur produced a reddish brown with hints of blue and green ranging out
to black.
He also showed us how he colours the calla
lilies. They are washed in muriatic acid (AKA hydrochloric acid). We found that the gravel on our floor is
mainly calcareous when the acid container got
kicked over- the floor was fizzing away madly as it
neutralized the acid. The acid cleans the fire scale
from the copper, and once it is a nice clean red, it is
washed off and then dunked in salt water, and suspended over ammonia. Occasional supplementary
dunks in the salt water improved the speed with
which the ammonia fumes coloured the copper, giving it a dark blue patina.
There was some discussion of ways of preserving the patinas, with a spray of Krylon, a clear
laquer, waxing, and wiping with tung oil all having
merits.
"Whetstone from Harold Hennigar's place- new owners would like to find a home for it in exchange for
some work on an old gate (perhaps)". contact Tara
Syracuse- tara.syracuse@gmail.com , phone 250
656 0861

VIBA Annual PICNIC at Glen Jones place
1555 E Shawnigan Lake Road
June 23 2012.
Picnic starts when you show up in the afternoon
to help watch the BBQ. The driveway is steep,
so please drive slowly to the top. Bring a pot
luck dish to compliment roast beef. You can
camp over so bring your own tent etc, For more
info call Glen @ 250 743-9564 or 250 7437444

Take the Island Highway (transCanada highway #1) north over the
Malahat. Turn left at Shawnigan Lake
Road to 1555 East Shawnigan Lake
Road

Daryl Richardson Demo

By Chas Low

Luxton Rodeo participants working hard making Damascus steel

Kick-Ass is kicking ass

Put this in here and step on this bar

I actually have the hard job….holding it steady

Looks hot in there

